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1. INTRODUCTION
Problems in complex analysis have recently led to the study of entire
Žsolutions and the properties they may possess i.e., being univalent, of
.bounded index, etc. , of ordinary differential equations with quadratic
Ž w x.polynomial coefficients see 5]7 .
For the existence of entire solutions of the homogeneous differential
equation
z 2 w0 q b z 2 q b z w9 q g z 2 q g z q g w s 0 1.1Ž .Ž . Ž .0 1 0 1 2
w xthe following are known 6 .
If the constant coefficients b , g , b , g , g are real with g s 0, g / 00 0 1 1 2 0 1
Ž .or b q g s 0, then there exists an entire solution of 1.1 of the form1 2
‘ ‘
n nf z s a z , a s 1 or F z s a z , a s 1.Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn 0 n 1
ns0 ns1
w x Ž .It was also proved in 3 that Eq. 1.1 for b / 0, " 1, " 2, y3, y4, . . . ,1
has an entire solution of the form
‘
ky1 ky1f z s z a z , a s 1Ž . Ý k 1
ns1
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if and only if
b y g y 2 s n2 q b y 3 n , n s 1, 2, . . . . 1.2Ž . Ž .1 2 1
w x w x w xIn 4 Jurkat et al. combining results of Birkhoff 1 and Turrittin 9
proved that there exists a meromorphic transformation which takes
Ž .Eq. 1.1 into the equation
u0 q b z u9 q g z u s 0, 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
where
‘ ‘
yn ynb z s b z , g z s g zŽ . Ž .Ý Ýn n
ns0 ns0
are analytic at ‘. Moreover the transformation can be reverted to take
Ž . Ž .Eq. 1.3 back into Eq. 1.1 .
Also some results concerning analytic solutions of the functional]dif-
ferential equation
m
2 i < <z u0 q zp z u9 q q z u q d z u q z s 0, q F 1, 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i
is1
Ž . Ž .where p x and q x are analytic in a neighborhood of zero, can be found
w xin 8 .
Ž . ‘ ny1 Ž . ‘ ny1 Ž . ‘ ny1If p x s Ý p x , q x s Ý q x , and g x s Ý b x ,ns1 n ns1 n ns1 n
b / 0 are entire function and if k , k are the roots of the indicial1 1 2
equation
k k y 1 q kp q q s 0, 1.5Ž . Ž .1 1
w xthen it is known 5 that the nonhomogeneous differential equation
x 2 u0 q xp x u9 q q x u s g x 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
has an entire solution of the form
‘
m ny1u x s x a x 1.7Ž . Ž .Ý n
ns1
provided that k is a nonnegative integer, k q n / k for n s 1, 2, . . .1 1 2
Ž .and g x has the form
‘
m ny1g x s x b z , b / 0. 1.8Ž . Ž .Ý n 1
ns1
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Ž . Ž .In 1.8 m is an integer larger than both k and k and in 1.7 m can be1 2
chosen to be equal to either k or m.1
In this paper we study the existence and the form of the entire solutions
Ž .of 1.6 in the following two cases.
Ž . Ž .i One of the roots of the equation 1.5 is zero or equal to a
positive integer, say k, and satisfies
2k q p y 1 / yn , n s 1, 2, . . . . 1.9Ž .1
Ž .ii k , k are not zero nor positive integers.1 2
We prove the following theorem which extends the above results con-
Ž .cerning Eq. 1.6 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM. Let p x , q x , and g x be entire functions. Then in case i
Ž .there exists an infinite number of entire solutions of 1.6 pro¤ided that the
function on the right hand side is of the form
‘
m ny1g x s x b x , b / 0,Ž . Ý n 1
ns1
where m is an integer and m G k q 1, k is the nonnegati¤e integer root
Ž .of 1.5 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .In case ii there exists a unique entire solution of 1.6 , pro¤ided g x s
Ý‘ b x ny1 is an entire function.ns1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .In case i the solutions ha¤e the form 1.7 with m G k. In case ii the
Ž . Ž .solution u x has the same form as that of the function g x .
This theorem also extends some known results concerning the existence
and the form of the entire solutions of the equation
x 2 u0 q x b x q b u9 q g x 2 q g x q g u s g x . 1.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 0 1 2
w xThe idea and the method we use have their origin in 2, 3 . The proof of
w xthe theorem requires some familiarity with the method presented in 2 .
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Ž . Ž . Ž .We set x s a z, u a z s f z in 1.6 and try to find solutions, for every
a ) 0, of the equation
z 2f0 z q zp a z f9 z q q a z f z s g a z 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž .in the Hardy]Lebesgue space H D , i.e., the Hilbert space of analytic2
Ž . ‘ ny1  < < 4functions f z s Ý a z in the open unit disc D s z: z - 1 whichns1 n
‘ < < 2 Ž .satisfy the condition Ý a - ‘. The function u a z , being analytic forns1 n
Ž . Ž .every a ) 0, must be entire. We deal with the cases i and ii separately.
Ž . Ž . Ž . k Ž .Case i . We set in 2.1 f z s z w z , where k is the nonnegative
Ž . Ž .integer root of 1.5 satisfying 1.9 , and obtain
2zw0 q 2k q p a z w9 q a kp q q q a kp q q z q ??? wŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 2 3 3
s zyky1g a z . 2.2Ž . Ž .
If m G k q 1, m s integer then the function
zyky1g a z s h z 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .is entire and Eq. 2.2 takes the form
zw0 q 2k q p q a p z q a 2 p z 2 q ??? w9Ž .1 2 3
q D q D z q D z 2 q ??? w s h z , 2.4Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 3
Ž . Ž . 2where D s kp q q a , D s kp q q a , . . . and the coefficients in1 2 2 2 3 3
Ž . Ž .2.4 are function which belong to H D for every a ) 0.2
w x Ž .According to a well known functional analytic method 2 , Eq. 2.4 in
Ž .H D is equivalent to the following Eq.2
2V C V * q R V C V * q R V w s h 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 0 2
in an abstract Hilbert space H with a fixed orthonormal basis e , n sn
Ž .1, 2, . . . . In 2.5 C is the diagonal operator C e s ne , n G 1, V is the0 0 n n
shift operator with respect to the basis e , i.e., Ve s e and V * is itsn n nq1
Ž .adjoint, V *e s e , n / 1, V *e s 0. The elements w and h in 2.5 aren ny1 1
Ž . Ž .elements of H and correspond respectively to the elements w z and h z
Ž .in H D .2
Ž . Ž . Ž .The operators R V s 2k q p I q p aV q ??? and R V s D I q1 1 2 2 1
2 w xD V q D V q ??? are bounded operators on H 2 .2 3
Ž .From 2.5 we get
C y I C q 2k q p I q R V C V * q R V w s h , 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 1 0 2
Ž . 2 2where R V s p aV q p a V q ??? .2 3
Using the relation
R V C s C R V y VR9 V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž . 2where R9 V s p a q 2 pa V q ??? and applying the compact inverse B2
of C we have0
C q 2k q p y 1 q R V y BVR9 V V * q BR V w s Bh.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2
2.7Ž .
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Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .The operator K s 2k q p y 1 BV * q BR V V * y B VR9 V V q1
2 Ž . Ž .B R V is compact on H and 2.7 becomes2
w x 2V * I q VK w s B h. 2.8Ž .
Ž .Since V *V s I s identity operator, Eq. 2.8 is equivalent to the fol-
lowing
2V * I q VK w y VB h s 0Ž .
and since V *e s 0 the above is equivalent to1
I q VK w y VB2 h s ce , 2.9Ž . Ž .1
where c is an arbitrary constant. Since VK is compact the Fredholm
alternative implies that the operator I q VK is invertible if
I q VK w s 0 « w s 0.Ž .
From the form of the operator K it is not difficult to see that if
Ž . Ž .2k y p y 1 / yn, n s 1, 2, . . . then I q VK w s 0 implies w, e s 0;1 1
Ž . wŽ .consequently w, e s 0 and so on, i.e., w s 0. ., . is the scalar product2
xin H .
Ž . Ž .Thus the operator I q VK is invertible and from 2.9 we obtain
y1 y1 2w s c I q VK e q I q VK VB h. 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž . Ž .The analytic function w z g H D which corresponds to the element2
w xw g H is the following 2
w z s w , w ,Ž . Ž .z
where
w s e q ze q z 2e q ??? .z 1 2 3
Ž . Ž .Since in the solution w of 2.10 an arbitrary constant c appears, Eq. 2.1
for every a ) 0 has an infinite number of analytic solutions, of the form
‘
ny1w z s a z .Ž . Ý n
ny1
Ž . Ž .Therefore Eq. 1.6 has an infinite number of solutions of the form 1.7
where m is an integer and m G k.
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Ž . Ž .Case ii . The differential equation 2.1 is equivalent to
C y I C y 2 I q aV C y I q q aV f s g , 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 a
where g and f are elements of the Hilbert space H.a
Ž .We set C y I s L and 2.11 becomes0
L L y I q Lp q VR V q q q R V f s gŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 a
or
L y k L y k q VR V q R V f s gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 a
or
L y k L y k I q K f s g ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 a
Ž .y1Ž .y1w Ž . Ž .xwhere K s L y k L y k VR V q R V is compact on H.2 1 1
Ž .y1 Ž .y1Note that L y k and L-k exist because k , k / 0, 1, 2, . . . .1 2 1 2
Ž .Hence L y K f s h which can be solved uniquely for f because, by the1
Ž . wŽ .Ž .Fredholm alternative, if I q K f s 0, or equivalently L y k L y k1 2
Ž . Ž .xq VR V q R V f s 0, we get that f s 0.1
Ž .Thus, there exists a unique solution of Eq. 1.6 of the form
‘
ny1u x s a x .Ž . Ý n
ns1
Next, we examine the existence and form of entire solutions of the D.E.
Ž .1.10 , for some interesting cases concerning the coefficients b and g .1 2
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY. a If b q g s 0, b / y2, y3, y4, . . . , and g x s1 2 1
m ‘ ny1 Ž .x Ý b x , b,/ 0 then Eq. 1.10 has entire solutions of the formns1 n
‘
ny1u x s x a x , a / 0,Ž . Ý n 1
ns1
pro¤ided m is an integer greater than or equal to 2, or pro¤ided m is an integer
greater or equal to 2, or
‘
yb ny11u x s x a x , a / 0Ž . Ý n 1
ns1
whene¤er b s y2, y3, y4, . . . , pro¤ided m is an integer greater or equal to1
yb q 1.1
‘
m ny1Ž . Ž .b If g s 0, b / 0, y1, y2, . . . and g x s x b x , b / 0,Ý2 1 n 1
ns1
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Ž .then Eq. 1.10 has an entire solution of the form
‘
ny1u x s x a x , a / 0,Ž . Ý n 1
ns1
pro¤ided m is an integer greater or equal to 1.
Ž .For b s 0, y1, y2, y3, y4, . . . we are in case a abo¤e.1
Ž .Proof. a In this case the roots of the indicial equation are k s 11
Ž .and k s yb . Hence case i of the Theorem is applied.2 1
Ž . Ž .b Here k s 0 and k s 1 y b . Hence case i of the Theorem is1 2 1
also applied.
w x Ž .The above corollary is known 5 for b ) y2 in case a and for b ) 01 1
Ž .in case b .
The following example illustrates the results of the theorem proved here
w xin comparison with the results of 5 .
EXAMPLE
Ž .Consider the equation Coulomb equation with forcing function
2 2 m xx u0 x q x y 2h x y L L q 1 u s x e ,Ž . Ž .
where m is a positive integer or zero.
For this equation the roots of the identical equation are k s yL and1
w xk s L q 1. Theorem 3 of 5 predicts the existence of an entire solution2
Ž wonly if L is a nonnegative integer and m is greater than L q 1 see 5,
x.Example 4.1 . Our theorem predicts the existence of an infinite number of
entire solutions for every L in Z, the set of integer numbers, and the
existence of a unique entire solution for every L in C y Z, where C is
Ž .the set of complex numbers. In fact for L g C y Z we are in case ii of
the theorem. For integer L we have k s L q 1 for L G 0 and k s yL for
Ž .L - 0. In both cases condition 1.9 is satisfied.
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